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I. INTRODUCTION
When modeling water waves, one often assume that wa-
ter is incompressible and inviscid and the flow is irrotational.
The evolution of nonlinear water waves is governed by the
Euler equations. There are two important parameters associ-
ated with long waves. One is the ratio of amplitude to depth,
represented by a, and the other one is the ratio of depth to
wavelength, represented by e. Under the assumption that
a!1, e!1, and a5O~e2!,
one may derive the original Boussinesq equations
z t1„@~11z!u¯#50, ~1!
u¯ t1u¯„u¯1„z52„pa1 13„2u¯ t , ~2!
from the Euler equations by using a perturbation scheme.
The Boussinesq equations can be used to model the propa-
gation of nonlinear long waves on a layer of water with
constant depth, normalized to be 1. Here, z is wave eleva-
tion; u¯ is the horizontal projection of depth-mean velocity;
pa is ambient surface gauge pressure.
Peregrine1 derived a Boussinesq model
z t1„@~h1z!u¯#50,
u¯ t1u¯„u¯1„z52„pa1 h2
]
]t
„@„~hu¯ !#
2
h2
6
]
]t
„~„u¯ !,
for long waves in water of depth varying in space, i.e., h
5h(x ,y), and used the model to study wave evolution near
a beach.
Wu2 derived a generalized Boussinesq ~gB! model
z t1„@~h1z!u¯#52ht ,
u¯ t1u¯„u¯1„z52„pa1 h2
]
]t
„@ht1„~hu¯ !#
2
h2
6
]
]t
„2u¯ ,
which included depth variations in space and time, i.e., h
5h(x ,y ,t). Wu’s gB model can be used to study not only
long wave propagation over variable depth ~as Peregrine’s
standard Boussinesq model! but also the forced generation of
long waves by external moving disturbances.3 Wu2 also re-
wrote the Boussinesq model in terms of wave elevation and
velocity potential in order to reduce the number of unknowns
in the equations. This new form has proved to be more effi-
cient for numerical simulations and has been widely applied.
For example, Wu’s gB model is used to study the three-
dimensional interaction between a solitary wave and a verti-
cal cylinder,4 a breakwater.5 It is also used to study the turn-
ing of a solitary wave in a curved channel6 and run-up of
ocean waves on beaches.7–9
Nwogu10 derived an extended Boussinesq model by in-
troducing a velocity, u, at an arbitrary depth, za(x ,y) @za
50 is on the surface, za52h(x ,y) is at the bottom#,
z t1„@~h1z!u#1„H S za22 2 h26 D h„~„u!
1S za1 h2 D h„@„~hu!#J 50,
ut1u„u1„z1zaH za2 „~„ut!1„@„~hut!#J 52„pa .
He found that if the velocity at depth za520.531 (h51) is
used, the dispersion relation of the Boussinesq model can be
improved to be closer to the dispersion relation based on the
potential theory. This helps to make the extended Boussinesq
model applicable to broader range of water depth, i.e., not
only for shallow water but also for deeper water. This has
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been justified numerically by Wei and Kirby,11 and Wei
et al.12 with a fully nonlinear Boussinesq model.
The Boussinesq models ~1! and ~2! has been extended to
higher-order by Wu and Zhang13 for constant water depth h
51. They are presented here in three different velocity sys-
tems:
~A! the $z,u¯% system—the depth-mean velocity basis
z t1„@~11z!u¯#50, ~3!
u¯ t1u¯„u¯1„z52„pa1 13~11z!2„2u¯ t1 145„4u¯ t
1~„z!„u¯ t1 13„@u¯„2u¯2~„u¯ !2#;
~4!
~B! the $z ,u0% system—the bottom variable basis
z t1„@~11z!u0#5„@ 16~11z!3„2u02 15!„4u0# , ~5!
u0t1u0„u01„z
52„pa1
1
2~11z!2„2u0t2 14!„4u0t1~„z!„u0t
1 12„@u0„2u02~„u0!2#; ~6!
~C! the $z,uˆ% system—the surface variable basis
z t1„@~11z!uˆ#52„@ 13~11z!3„2uˆ1 215„4uˆ# , ~7!
uˆt1uˆ„uˆ1„z52„pa1~„z!„uˆt . ~8!
A leading order reduced version of system ~C!
z t1„@~11z!uˆ#52 13„„2uˆ,
uˆt1uˆ„uˆ1„z50,
is regarded as Wu–Zhang equation and studied with a Pain-
le´ve analysis approach by Ref. 14. Its Lie symmetry analysis
and some new exact solutions are provided recently by Ref.
15.
If the water wave is uniform along y direction, all the
dependent variables are functions of x and t only, the leading
order Boussinesq models are reduced to
~a! the $z ,u¯ % system—
z t1@~11z!u¯ #x50, ~9!
u¯ t1u¯u¯ x1zx5
1
3u¯ xxt ; ~10!
~b! the $z ,u0% system—
z t1@~11z!u0#x5 16u0xxx , ~11!
u0t1u0u0x1zx5
1
2u0xxt ; ~12!
~c! the $z , uˆ% system—
z t1@~11z!uˆ#x52 13uˆxxx , ~13!
uˆ t1 uˆ uˆx1zx50. ~14!
We may write the three sets of Boussinesq model in
Nwogu’s10 unified form as follows:
~d! A unified 111 leading order Boussinesq model,
z t1@~11z!u#x5auxxx , ~15!
ut1uux1zx5buxxt , ~16!
where
a52 12~u
22 13!, b5 12~12u2!,
and the velocity u is taken at depth u5za11 ~u50 is at the
bottom, u51 is on the surface!. Depth-mean system is
equivalent to a system at a water depth u51/).
Since the Boussinesq model is very useful in coastal and
civil engineering, the mathematical properties such as inte-
grability, symmetries and solitary wave ~soliton! solutions of
the system are important to us. That is the focus of this paper.
We will study the Painleve´ property of the Boussinesq
model in Sec. II, and Lie symmetries in Sec. III. The single
solitary wave solution will be studied in Sec. IV. In Sec. V,
we will present an approximate analytical multi-soliton solu-
tion of the Boussinesq model by using the exact multi-soliton
solution of system ~c! developed recently by Zhang and
Li.16–20 In Sec. VI, we discuss the integrability of the Bouss-
inesq model, and present an integrable modified Boussinesq
model that is a variation of system ~c!. It turns out that the
approximate solutions presented in Sec. V are exact solutions
of the modified Boussinesq model. Finally we conclude the
paper in Sec. VII.
II. PAINLEVE´ ANALYSIS
We begin our study with the Painleve´ properties of the
Boussinesq model.
The Painleve´ property of a system of nonlinear differen-
tial equations is defined as that all the solutions of the system
are free of the essential and branch movable singularities
around an arbitrary ~both characteristic and noncharacteris-
tic! singular manifold. An analysis that checks whether a
given nonlinear differential equation has Painleve´ property is
generally termed Painleve´ analysis. The Painleve´ analysis
developed by Weiss, Tabor, and Carnevale21 plays an impor-
tant role in soliton theory. It can be used to identify the
Painleve´-integrability of a system. It can also be used to find
some other integrable properties such as the Ba¨cklund trans-
formation, Lax pair and Schwarzian form, etc. Furthermore,
even if a model is not Painleve´-integrable, the Painleve´
analysis can still be used to find an exact explicit solution of
the system in some particular forms.
The system ~c!, i.e., system ~d! with b50, is known to
be integrable and equivalent to Broer–Kaup ~BK! and a
member of Ablowitz–Kaup–Newell–Segur ~AKNS! system.
Its Painleve´ property has been studied by Sachs.22 Here we
only check the Painleve´ property of system ~d! with bÞ0.
According to the definition of the Painleve´ property, a
general solution of the Boussinesq model, i.e., system ~d!,
should have the following expansion around an arbitrary sin-
gular manifold f[f(x ,y ,t)50
z5(j50
‘
z jf
j1a
, u5(j50
‘
u jf
j1b
, ~17!
where a and b are two negative integers. Furthermore, if the
model has the Painleve´ property, there should be at least one
primary branch, i.e., one possible choice of $a ,b ,z0 ,u0%,
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such that enough arbitrary functions can be included in the
Painleve´ expansions. For system ~d!, we need six arbitrary
functions, including f and five z j and u js.
By using the standard leading order analysis, i.e., substi-
tuting z5z0fa, u5u0fb into the Boussinesq model and
balancing the leading terms, we can find that if aÞ0, there is
only one possible choice
a522, b522, z056afx
2
, u0512bfxf t . ~18!
If a50, it is impossible to find suitable negative integers for
a and b. Substituting the above expansion ~17! together with
~18! into system ~d! and setting the coefficient of the power
fk vanish for all k, we have the following recursive formula
for the expansion functions z j and u j:
afx j~ j24 !~ j25 !u j212bf t~ j24 !z j5F1 j , ~19!
~ j11 !~ j24 !~ j26 !u j5F2 j , ~20!
where F1 j and F2 j are functions of z0 , z1 ,. . . ,z j21 , u0 ,
u1 ,. . . ,u j21 and the derivatives of f only. From the recursive
relations ~19! and ~20!, we know that all the functions z j and
u j are determined except those related to the resonance
points, which are determined by the coefficient determinant
U afx j~ j24 !~ j25 ! 212bf t~ j24 !
~ j11 !~ j24 !~ j26 ! 0 U
512bf t~ j11 !~ j24 !2~ j26 !50, ~21!
to be j521, 4, and 6. Checking the resonance conditions,
we know that two facts destroy the Painleve´ integrability of
the Boussinesq model with bÞ0. The first one is that there is
no primary branch at all because the both equations of the
Boussinesq model are third order, so the primary branch
should have six resonant points such that six arbitrary func-
tions enter into the general Painleve´ expansion. The second
fact is that the resonance conditions at j54 and j56 are not
satisfied. The lack of the primary branch of the model means
that some kind of the logarithmic branch and/or essential
singularities around the singular manifold f50 may appear
for the Boussinesq model with bÞ0. In fact, substituting z
5z0f
a
, u5u0f
b into the Boussinesq model, we can find
that there exists a possible noncompletely negative choice
for constants a and b:
a50, b522, ~22!
for both cases of aÞ0 and a50! The allowance of the
choice a50 means that the logarithmic term ln f should be
included in the expansion of the function u to balance the
leading order terms of the first equation of system ~d!.
Summarizing the above analysis, we conclude that the
Boussinesq model with bÞ0 has no Painleve´ property. In
other words, the Boussinesq model is not Painleve´-
integrable.
III. LIE SYMMETRY ANALYSIS
A. Lie point symmetries
In this section, we perform Lie symmetry analysis for
the Boussinesq model. Let us consider a one-parameter Lie
group of infinitesimal transformation
x→x1eX~x ,t ,z ,u !, t→t1eT~x ,t ,z ,u !,
~23!
z→z1eZ~x ,t ,z ,u !, u→u1eU~x ,t ,z ,u !,
where e is a small parameter, e!1. The vector field associ-
ated with the above group of transformations can be written
as
vI 5X
]
]x
1T
]
]t
1Z
]
]z
1U
]
]u
.
The invariance of the system ~d! under the infinitesimal
transformations ~23! leads to the expressions for the func-
tions X, T, Z, and U with a certain form. Throughout this
paper we use the computer program MAPLE to obtain the Lie
symmetries. The symmetries are listed below for three dif-
ferent cases:
Case 1: a50, bÞ0, system ~a!—depth-mean velocity
X5c1 , T5c3t1c2 , Z522c3~11z!, U52c3u ,
~24!
where ci , (i51,2,3) are arbitrary constants. The presence of
these arbitrary constants leads to a Lie algebra of symme-
tries. We can write a general element of the algebra as
vI 5vI 1c11vI 2c21vI 3c3 , ~25!
where
vI 15
]
]x
, vI 25
]
]t
, vI 35t
]
]t
22~11z!
]
]z
2u
]
]u
.
~26!
The associated Lie algebra between these vector fields are
@vI i ,vI j#50, (i , j51,2,3). The corresponding one-parameter
group of symmetries of Boussinesq model are then
G1 :~x ,t ,z ,u !°~x1e ,t ,z ,u !, ~27!
G2 :~x ,t ,z ,u !°~x ,t1e ,z ,u !, ~28!
G3 :~x ,t ,z ,u !°~x ,tee,~11z!e22e21,ue2e!. ~29!
The point transformation
Gi :~x ,t ,z ,u !°~j ,h ,P ,Q !, ~30!
means that if z(x ,t), u(x ,t) is a solution of Boussinesq
model, then P(j ,h), Q(j ,h) is a solution of the same
Boussinesq model with j and h as independent variables.
Case 2: aÞ0, bÞ0, system ~b!—bottom velocity
X5c1 , T5c2 , ~31!
where c1 and c2 are arbitrary constants. The general element
of the algebra is
vI 5c1
]
]x
1c2
]
]t
. ~32!
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The corresponding one-parameter group of symmetries are
two translations: Space ~27! and time ~28!.
Case 3: aÞ0, b50, system ~c!—surface velocity
X5
c4
2 x1c3t1c1 , T5c4t1c2 ,
Z52c4~11z!, U52
c4
2 u1c3 , ~33!
where ci , (i51,2,3,4) are arbitrary constants. A general el-
ement of Lie algebra can be written as
vI 5vI 1c11vI 2c21vI 3c31vI 4c4 , ~34!
where
vI 15
]
]x
, vI 25
]
]t
, vI 35t
]
]x
1
]
]u
,
vI 45
x
2
]
]x
1t
]
]t
2~11z!
]
]z
2
u
2
]
]u
. ~35!
The associated Lie algebra between these vector fields are
@vI 1 ,vI 4#5
vI 1
2 , @vI 2 ,vI 3#5vI 1 ,
@vI 2 ,vI 4#5vI 2 , @vI 3 ,vI 4#52
vI 3
2 ,
and other @vI i ,vI j#50. The corresponding one-parameter
group of symmetries of the Boussinesq model are
G1 :~x ,t ,z ,u !°~x1e ,t ,z ,u !, ~36!
G2 :~x ,t ,z ,u !°~x ,t1e ,z ,u !, ~37!
G3 :~x ,t ,z ,u !°~x1te ,t ,z ,u1e!, ~38!
G4 :~x ,t ,z ,u !°~xee,te2e,~11z!e22e21,ue2e!. ~39!
System ~c! is integrable and has infinite number of symme-
tries. With the Lie symmetry analysis, we can only obtain
four symmetries presented here. In order to obtain more
symmetries of the system, one has to use other methods,
such as the method of recursive operators.
B. Similarity reductions
After determining the infinitesimal generators, the simi-
larity variables can be found by solving the characteristic
equations see, e.g., Olver23
dx
X 5
dt
T 5
dz
Z 5
du
U . ~40!
Case 1: a50, bÞ0.
The generator vI 1 has an invariance
j5t , P5z , Q5u .
Under this transformation, the Boussinesq model is reduced
to a system of ordinary differential equation ~ODE! with one
variable j and two dependent variables P and Q. The reduced
system is Pj5Qj50.
For the generator vI 2 , the Boussinesq model is reduced
to its steady case.
For the generator vI 3 , we have the following similarity
variables:
j5x , P5~11z!t2, Q5ut .
The reduced system becomes
QjP1QPj22P50,
Q2QQj2Pj2bQjj50.
Case 2: aÞ0, bÞ0, the trivial case has been covered by
case 1.
Case 3: aÞ0, b50.
The generator vI 1 and vI 2 are the same as those in Case 1.
For the generator vI 3 , we have the following similarity
variables:
j5t , P5z , Q5u2 x
t
.
The reduced ODE becomes
jPj111P50, jQj1Q50,
which can be solved to give P5a1 /j21 and Q5a2 /j ,
where a1 , a2 are constants.
For the generator vI 4 , we have the following similarity
variables:
j5
x
At
, P5~11z!t , Q5uAt .
The reduced system becomes
2P1jPj22QjP22QPj12aQjjj50,
Qjj1Q22QQj22Pj50.
IV. SINGLE SOLITARY WAVE SOLUTION
We search for a solitary wave solution by using the tanh
expansion method and a direct integration method.
A. The tanh expansion
The tanh expansion method is regarded as one of the
most straightforward and effective algorithm to obtain soli-
tary wave solutions for a large nonlinear equations.24,25 The
appeal and success of the method lies in the fact that one
circumvents integration to get explicit solutions. For com-
pleteness, we give a brief introduction of the method.
Suppose the partial differential equation ~PDE! in u(x ,t)
F~u ,ut ,ux ,uxx ,uxxx , . . . !50,
is the system we are studying. In a moving frame of refer-
ence, s5x2lt , u(x ,t) is a function of s only; the PDE can
be transformed into an ordinary differential equation
F~u ,us ,uss ,fl !50.
We assume that the solution can be expressed as a polyno-
mial of tanh function
u~x ,t !5u~s !5(
i50
n
ui tanhi ks .
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Doing so, we may take advantage of the property that the
derivative of tanh ks is polynomial in tanh ks, i.e., (tanh ks)s
5k2k tanh2 ks. The positive integer n is determined by bal-
ancing the highest order linear term with the nonlinear term.
Substituting the expansion into the ODE and setting each
coefficient of powers of tanh ks to zero, we obtain a system
of algebraic equations, from which the parameters ui and
wave speed l are explicitly obtained. This is so-called tanh
method for traveling wave solution.
Now we apply the tanh method to Boussinesq model,
system ~d! with bÞ0.
Let
z5(
i50
m
z i f i, u5(
i50
n
ui f i,
where f 5 f (ks)5 f (k(x2lt)) satisfies
f 8512 k
2
2 f
2
, or f 5
A2
k tanhFA22 k~x2lt !G . ~41!
Substituting the expansion into system ~d! and balancing the
highest order linear term with the nonlinear term, we have
m5n52. Collecting the coefficients of f and let them vanish
gives
z052
8b2l2k2a14b2l22a2
4b2l2
,
u05
8b2l2k21a12bl2
2bl , ~42!
z150, u150; z25 32 ak4, u2523blk4.
The traveling wave solution can be written as
z52
8b2l2k2a14b2l22a2
4b2l2
13ak2 tanh2FA22 k~x2lt !G ,
~43!
u5
8b2l2k21a12bl2
2bl 26blk
2 tanh2FA22 k~x2lt !G .
In order to satisfy the zero boundary conditions at infinity,
we have to fix the constants k and l to be
k25
2b1a
4ba , l
25
a2
b~2b2a ! ,
and then the solution becomes
z52
3~2b1a !
4b sech
2FA22 k~x2lt !G ,
~44!
u5
3a~2b1a !
2bl~2b2a ! sech
2FA22 k~x2lt !G .
For example, for Nwogu’s10 optimal depth, u520.53111
50.469,
a52 12~u
22 13!50.0567, b5 12~12u2!50.3900,
the solitary wave solution is then given by
z521.609 sech2FA22 k~x2lt !G ,
u52.363 sech2FA22 k~x2lt !G ,
where k53.076, and l50.1067. The solitary wave solution
is not physically meaningful because the wave amplitude is
negative. Due to the expansion proposed at the beginning,
the solution obtained with the tanh expansion method is very
restricted. The solution ~44! is not physical in general, but it
can be used to test a numerical code developed for the
Boussinesq model since it is an analytical solution of the
model.
B. Direct integration
The physically significant solitary wave solution of sys-
tem ~d! can be obtained by setting z5z(s) and u5u(s),
where s5x2lt and l is the undermined wave speed. Sub-
stituting these relations in the equations in system ~d! and
integrating the resulting equations once under regularity con-
dition at infinity, we obtain
2lz1~11z!u5auss , ~45!
2lu1 12 u
21z52bluss . ~46!
Eliminating uss between these equations yields
z5
~b2a !lu1 12 au2
bl22a2blu
[Z~u;l!. ~47!
Then substituting ~47! into ~46! leads to the following first
integral (bÞ0),
us
252
1
3bl u
31S 1b 1 a2b2l2D u2
1
a
b2l S 2ba 212 abl2D
3F u1S l2 abl D lnS 12 ul2 abl D G[G~u;l!.
~48!
G(u;l) has a double zero as u→0, so as to have u fall off
exponentially at infinity, and a simple zero at u5uc say, at
the wave crest where z5a. The wave speed l5l~a! is,
therefore, given explicitly by
G~uc ,l!50 and Z~uc ,l!5a , ~49!
which can be solved to give an asymptotic formula for
small a
l511
1
2 a2
5b
24~b2a ! a
21
~87a179b !b
720~b2a !2
a31O~a4!.
The velocity u5u(s) is then given by quadrature
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s56E
uc
u du
AG~u;l!
, ~50!
and the wave profile z5z(s) by ~47!.
For the surface velocity system ~c!, a521/3, b50, the
single solitary wave solution, worked out by Zhang and Li,16
is given explicitly
uˆ~s;l!5
2~l221 !
l1cosh 2j ,
z~s;l!52~l221 !
11l cosh 2j
~l1cosh 2j!2
,
j5A 34 ~l221 !s ,
or written in velocity potential fˆ (s), defined by uˆ5fˆ x ,
fˆ ~s;l!5
2
A3
ln
Al111Al21 tanh j
Al112Al21 tanh j
,
~51!
uˆ~s !5fs , z~s !5lfs2
1
2 ~fs!
2
,
and the relationship between wave speed l and the wave
amplitude a is l511 12a, which is the same as that of
Korteweg–de Vries ~KdV! equation z t1zx1 32zzx1 16zxxx
50.
We now assume system ~c! is exact and treat system ~d!
as an approximation of system ~c!. Under this assumption,
we look for an approximate solution of system ~d! by using
the explicit solution of system ~c!. The velocity at depth u
~u50 is at the bottom, u51 is on the surface! is given by
u5u02
1
2u
2u0xx ,
and applying on the surface gives
uˆ5u02
1
2u0xx ,
therefore, we have
u5 uˆ1 12~12u2!u0xx5 uˆ1 12~12u2!uˆxx . ~52!
Replacing the first equation of system ~d! by ~52! and
keeping the second equation, we have a new system
(b5 12(12u2))
u5 uˆ1buˆxx , ~53!
ut1uux1zx5buxxt , ~54!
which is regarded as an approximation of system ~d!. Intro-
ducing velocity potential f, defined by u5fx , we have the
relation between z and f
z52f t2
1
2~fx!
21bfxxt , ~55!
where f is taken to be fˆ as the first approximation and fˆ
1bfˆ xx as the second approximation, and fˆ is given by ~51!.
We now test the accuracy of the two approximations by
comparing the wave profile and speed-amplitude relationship
with those of system ~d! computed by ~49!, ~47!, and ~50!.
We compare the wave profile first. For the first approxi-
mate solution ~55! with f5fˆ , the velocity and wave eleva-
tion are given by
u~s !5
2~l221 !
l1cosh 2j , j5
A 34 ~l221 !s ,
~56!
z~s !52~l221 !@6bl326bl1l
1~3bl41~123b !l211 !cosh 2j
1~23bl313bl1l!cosh2 2j#/~l1cosh 2j!3.
For the second approximate solution ~55! with f5fˆ
1bfˆ xx , the velocity is given by
u~s !52~l221 !@~126b !l216b
1~23bl31~213b !l!cosh 2j
1~3bl21123b !cosh2 2j#/~l1cosh 2j!3.
The formula for the wave elevation is long. It is not pre-
sented here for brevity.
In Fig. 1, we present the wave profile for the case of b
51/3 given by these approximate formulas and the numeri-
cally integrations ~50! and ~47!. We also present the empiri-
cal formula of Teng26
z*~s !5
a sech2 j*
11a tanh2 j*
, j*5A 3a4~110.68a! s ,
which is obtained by a curve fitting with the numerical data.
It shows that the first formula ~56! gives a good approximate
profile compared with the exact numerical results. The first
approximation is better than the second one. The result also
confirms that Teng’s26 empirical formula is quite accurate at
least for the amplitude shown in the figure.
We now compare the wave speed-amplitude relationship.
For the first approximate solution, the wave amplitude can be
easily obtained by setting s50 in the wave elevation formula
~56!. It is written as
a52~l21 !16b~l21 !216b~l21 !3, ~57!
or
l511 12a2 34ba21 38~6b22b !a31O~a4!. ~58!
FIG. 1. The comparison on the wave profile between our two approxima-
tions and the exact formula for the case b51/3. The solid line is the em-
pirical formula of Teng ~1997!. The dots are exact results of Teng and Wu
~1992! generated by a numerical integration. The dashed line is generated by
our first approximation. The dash–dot line is generated by our second ap-
proximation.
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For the second approximate solution ~55! with f5fˆ
1bfˆ xx , the wave amplitude and wave speed relation is
a52~l21 !112b~126b2!~l21 !3
272b2~l21 !4118b2~l21 !5, ~59!
or
l511 12a1 34~6b22b !a31O~a4!, ~60!
where the term with a2 vanishes.
For the case of a50, b51/3, system ~d! becomes system
~a! with depth-mean velocity. The relationship between wave
speed l and the wave amplitude a is given by27
l5A 6~11a!2
a2~312a!
@~11a!ln~11a!2a# , ~61!
which can be expanded for small a,
l511 12a2 524a21 79720a31O~a4!. ~62!
In Fig. 2, we present the wave speed-amplitude relation-
ship given by the two approximations ~57! and ~59! and the
exact formula ~61! for the case of b51/3. It shows that the
first approximation gives a better result compared with the
exact formula of Teng and Wu.27 This can also be observed
by a direct comparison between the three asymptotic formu-
las ~58!, ~60!, and ~62!.
These comparisons suggests that the first approximation
z52fˆ t2
1
2(fˆ x)21bfˆ xxt gives a good result for both the
wave profile and wave speed-amplitude relation. In the next
section, this approximation will be adopted to study the mul-
tiple solitary wave solution of the Boussinesq model.
V. APPROXIMATE MULTIPLE SOLITARY WAVE
SOLUTION
The exact multi-soliton solution of system ~c! has been
provided by Zhang and Li.16 As an example, we present two-
soliton solution here. The solution for overtaking collision, is
written in velocity potential fˆ as follows:
fˆ 5
2
A3
ln
k22k1 tanh j1 tanh j21~l22l1!tanh j2
k22k1 tanh j1 tanh j22~l22l1!tanh j2
,
j i5
A3
2
ki~x2l it !, ki5Al i221,
i51,2, l2.l1.1.
The solution for head-on collision is written as
fˆ 5
2
A3
ln
k2 tanh j22k1 tanh j12~l21l1!
k2 tanh j22k1 tanh j11~l21l1!
,
j15
A3
2 k1~x2l1t !, j25
A3
2 k2~x1l2t !,
ki5Al i221, l i.1, i51,2.
With the velocity potential, we are able to have an approxi-
mate solution of the Boussinesq model
u5fˆ x , z52fˆ t2
1
2~fˆ x!
21bfˆ xxt .
The solution is exact when b50. If we take l151, the so-
lution is reduced to a single solitary wave solution.
We now demonstrate the solution graphically. We pick
two solitary waves with amplitude a150.2 and a250.6 for
both overtaking and head-on collisions. The speed of each
solitary wave can be determined by solving ~57! for the
Boussinesq model, and is given by
b50, l151.1, l251.3,
b5 13 , l151.090 97, l251.233 04,
b5 12 , l151.087 51, l251.215 41.
The wave profiles of the two waves are presented in Fig. 3
for the Boussinesq model. The wave for the surface velocity
system is fatter than those for other two systems. The wave
for the bottom velocity is the slimmest.
FIG. 2. The comparison on the wave speed-amplitude relationship between
our two approximations and the exact formula for the case b51/3. The solid
line is the exact formula of Teng and Wu ~1992!. The dashed line is gener-
ated by our first approximation. The dash–dot line is generated by our
second approximation.
FIG. 3. The two solitary waves with amplitudes a150.2 and a250.6 used
for the demonstrations of the overtaking and head-on collisions in the next
six figures. The solid line is for the surface velocity system. The dashed line
is for the depth-mean velocity system, i.e., b51/3. The dash–dot line is for
the bottom velocity system, i.e., b51/2.
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The overtaking collision of the two solitary wave is
shown in Figs. 4–6 for three time instances, t5270, 0, 70,
respectively. At t5270 and 70, the distance between the
solitary waves predicted by three different models is mainly
due to their velocity difference. At t50, the wave elevations
from three models are very different, which indicates that the
correction term buˆxt plays an important role in the strong
interaction. The difference of the local behavior near t50
predicted by the three models is not negligible.
The head-on collision of the two solitary wave is shown
in Figs. 7–9 for three time instances, t5220, 0, 20, respec-
tively. The difference predicted by three models is small in
the weak interaction.
VI. DISCUSSION ON INTEGRABILITY
Integrable nonlinear partial differential equations play
very important roles in modeling water wave problem.
Being a unidirectional weakly nonlinear and weakly dis-
persive water wave model, the KdV equation
z t1zx1
3
2zzx1
1
6zxxx50
is known to be integrable. Modifying the dispersive term
without changing its order of magnitude yields the
Benjamin–Bona–Mahoney ~BBM!28 equation
z t1zx1
3
2zzx2
1
6zxxt50,
which is not integrable. By including some nonlinear disper-
sive terms, the BBM equation can be made integrable
z t1zx1
3
2zzx2
1
6 zxxt2
1
12 ~zzxx1
1
2 zx
2!x50,
which is known to be Camassa–Holm ~CH!29 equation.
For a bidirectional water wave model, the classical
Boussinesq equation, i.e., system ~c!, is integrable, but the
Boussinesq model with bÞ0 is not. Motivated by the rela-
tionship between the BBM and the CH equations, we try to
add some nonlinear dispersive terms to the Boussinesq
model and see whether it can be made integrable. We have
done a Painleve´ test against the following system:
z t1@~11z!u#x5auxxx1a1uxuxx1a2uuxxx ,
FIG. 4. The snapshot at time t5270 of the overtaking collision of two
right-going solitary waves with amplitude a150.2 and a250.6. The solid
line is for the surface velocity system. The dashed line is for the depth-mean
velocity system, i.e., b51/3. The dash–dot line is for the bottom velocity
system, i.e., b51/2.
FIG. 5. The snapshot at time t50 of the overtaking collision of two right-
going solitary waves with amplitude a150.2 and a250.6. The solid line is
for the surface velocity system. The dashed line is for the depth-mean ve-
locity system, i.e., b51/3. The dash–dot line is for the bottom velocity
system, i.e., b51/2.
FIG. 6. The snapshot at time t570 of the overtaking collision of two right-
going solitary waves with amplitude a150.2 and a250.6. The solid line is
for the surface velocity system. The dashed line is for the depth-mean ve-
locity system, i.e., b51/3. The dash–dot line is for the bottom velocity
system, i.e., b51/2.
FIG. 7. The snapshot at time t5220 of the head-on collision of two soli-
tary waves with amplitude a150.2 going to the right and a250.6 going to
the left. The solid line is for the surface velocity system. The dashed line is
for the depth-mean velocity system, i.e., b51/3. The dash–dot line is for the
bottom velocity system, i.e., b51/2.
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ut1uux1zx5buxxt1b1uxuxx1b2uuxxx ,
and cannot find a suitable set of coefficients a, a1 , a2 , b
Þ0, b1 , and b2 , which makes the system Painleve´ inte-
grable.
However, applying a simple transformation z→z2buxt
to system ~c! yields a modified Boussinesq model
z t1@~11z!u#x52 13uxxx1buxtt1b~uuxt!x , ~63!
ut1uux1zx5buxxt , ~64!
which is integrable because it is equivalent to system ~c!.
This new integrable system is more or less like a bidirec-
tional extension of the Camassa–Holm ~CH! equation. As a
matter of fact, the solutions we present in the last section are
the exact solutions of this new system. The arbitrary param-
eter b in the system gives us a freedom to match the exact
solution with the numerical solution of the full water wave
problem modeled with Euler equation, so that we can have
the best prediction for the collision of solitary waves espe-
cially the strong interaction.
VII. CONCLUSION
We study the mathematical properties of Boussinesq
models with constant depth for weakly nonlinear weakly dis-
persive water waves. The 111 dimensional leading order
Boussinesq model is shown to be not Painleve´-integrable.
The Lie symmetries and similarity reductions of the Bouss-
inesq model are presented. We also study the solitary wave
solutions of the Boussinesq model and propose an approxi-
mate single and multiple solitary wave solution based on the
exact multi-soliton solutions of Zhang and Li16 developed for
the surface-velocity system. The approximate solutions are
essentially exact solutions of a modified Boussinesq model,
which is integrable due to its equivalency with the surface-
velocity system. A nice feature of the integrable modified
Boussinesq model is that it has a free parameter. This allows
us to match the exact multiple solitary wave solution with
the numerical result of the Euler equation, so that we can
have a good prediction of the interaction.
The similar study on the 211 dimensional higher order
Boussinesq model is technically more demanding and, there-
fore, left for further research.
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